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A fundamental teaching of Scripture is that God’s truth demands response. 

 
John’s primary attitude was not doubt but F___________. 
 

*When doubts came, he looked to Jesus to resolve them. 
 
Jesus mentions two responses that came from U____________. 

 
I.  CRITICISM  vv.16–19 
 
Jesus’ miracles had already established His M_________ credentials beyond any legitimate question. 
 
Often, those who refuse to believe the Gospel C__________ their unbelief with criticism.  
 
No matter what is said or done, some people pick it apart as an E___________ for rejection.  
 
(1) Jesus applied the first illustration to the response to John the Baptist – his A___________ lifestyle.  
 
(2) Jesus applied the second illustration to the response of the people to Himself -   His N______ pattern    
      of Jewish life. 
 
Just as John lived in the funeral mode Jesus lived in the W_____________ mode.  
 
Jesus’ unnamed critics were not interested in truth or justice but in C_______________.  
 
Through the centuries the Church’s detractors have found it easy T____ C____________ its people 
and its work.  
 
II. I__________________  vv.20–24 
 
But indifference is a heinous form of U_______________.  
 
“Woe” is sometimes representing G_________ (e.g. Re.18.10), but most often it represents 
D________________________.  
 
The number who responded in faith was S_________ (Mt.7.13-14). 
 
The greater the privilege, the greater the R______________; and the greater the light, the greater the 
P_______________ for not receiving it (He.10.26-27). 
 
The self-righteous, traditional religion of Galilean Jews B__________ them more than the heathen 
religions. 
 
  
 
 
 



 
 
 
Jesus makes two truths clear:  
(1) There will be D____________ of punishment in hell. 
(2)  The most E_________________ will be the most accountable. 
 
Hades is used to represent H_______ - the place of eternal P______________ for the unsaved. 
 

 Capernaum exceeded Chorazin and Bethsaida in P________________, & 
 Sodom exceeded Tyre and Sidon in W________________.  

 
Judgment against Sodom immorality will be exceeded by judgment against the S____________ 
indifference of Capernaum.  
 
CONCLUSION: 

 Jesus’ teaching perhaps mildly I_____________ them. 

 His miracles E________________ them, but nothing more. 

 
“Every hearer of the New Testament truth is either much happier or much more wretched  

than the men who lived before Christ’s coming.” (J, Bengel) 
 

Such a hearer is also either more secure or more condemned. 
 


